Business Continuity &
Remote Working During
Pandemic Crisis
FREE OFFER
Companies get free access to CafeX’s collaboration app Challo, providing HD
video meetings, web chat and content workspaces until July 1st, 2020 to keep
workers productive while working from home as COVID-19 crisis deepens

COVID-19 and the new realities of today
As the spread of COVID-19 drives tremendous
disruption of business worldwide, enterprises are
grappling to adjust to the challenges of keeping
their businesses running while allowing employees
to work from home safely and remotely.
CafeX is oﬀering complimentary use of Challo
through July 1st, 2020 in consideration of the
following business requirements:
1.

2.

Remote work: While working from home is
common, many businesses aren’t fully
prepared for widespread enablement across
the workforce. Simple but powerful tools are
needed to support internal and
company-to-company communication.
Business continuity: Business doesn’t stop,
whether it is engaging with clients, partners,
teaching, learning, advising, recruiting or
consulting.

Companies need to ensure they have tools in place
to meet, collaborate, access content and share it
securely so that business continues with minimal
interruption.
3. Multi-company work: Security, compliance and
platform-agnostic integrations are more important
than ever as companies continue to work with
external parties online rather than in person.
Preserving an audit trail of activities, approvals and
communications is important to ensure compliance
with company policies, especially for engagements
that extend beyond company boundaries.

CafeX answers these challenges with Challo: one
secure collaboration solution in the cloud that
allows employees to work remotely, securely
engaging with customers, partners and other
businesses to continue operations with little to
no impact.
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Ubiquitous Collaboration
Shift to secure, always-on virtual workspaces

Instant video meetings with
context
Just click or tap to join voice and video
meetings - skip the download. Chat, share
screens and access content in workspaces
that persist.

Security & compliance
Keep your data safe with the industry’s
strongest security model - enterprise key
support, encrypted storage and
workspace speciﬁc keys.

Workspaces that stay on

Bring your own storage

Jointly view or upload documents and
application data in “always-on”
workspaces. Avoid emailing pdf ﬁles or
downloading copies that go out of date.

Maintain complete control of your data,
either in our secure cloud storage
location or yours (AWS, Azure) in
compliance with corporate policies.

Secure multi-company
collaboration

Integrate your apps

Collaborate outside the four walls as easily as
inside. Share calendars, content and app data
securely. Our B2B security framework allows
granular policy setting between companies.

Pull in data slices to Challo workspaces
from business tools like Slack, Salesforce,
Jira, Smartsheet and other integrations.
Data is always current, visible even if
users are not licensed for these tools.

Start your FREE TRIAL at: www.cafex.com.
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